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Abstract
Terrain simplification generates multi-resolution models, from which - traditionally - irregular or semi-regular
triangulations are extracted to render a terrain at a suitable level of detail. Recent terrain simplification tech-
niques, in contrast, rely on GPU-friendly regular grids and generate multiple resolutions by applying the filtering
and sub-sampling paradigm. However, due to the smoothing and uniform sampling, these techniques sparsely ap-
proximate the terrain surface. Consequently, in order to guarantee a certain error threshold, considerably more
triangles need to be rendered.
In this paper, we present a novel feature-sensitive simplification technique. Our approach follows the afore-
mentioned paradigm. The key idea is to maintain the regularity while recomputing the vertex positions by taking
a specific error metric into account, namely the quadric error metric (QEM). Compared to previous approaches,
we apply the paradigm to the grid of vertex-associated quadrics. From these we extract vertices of the new res-
olution by relying on quadric error minimization. We, thus, maintain the regular grid structure while preserving
terrain features. Compared to methods, which are solely based on vertex-filtering and sub-sampling, our approach
reduces the approximation error. As a consequence, we require fewer triangles, which improves the rendering per-
formance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling

1. Introduction

Terrain rendering has a long research tradition and is used in
many application domains. Due to the huge amount of data,
rendering systems make use of multi-resolution models to
extract a specific level of detail. A multi-resolution model is
generated a-priori: Starting from the most detailed represen-
tation, with regard to a particular error metric, the number
of primitives is successively decimated. The aim is to find
a well-approximated model with fewer primitives. This pro-
cess is referred to as simplification.
Traditionally, terrain multi-resolution models use irregular
or semi-regular data structures at the granularity of individ-
ual triangles. Nevertheless, such structures are complex and
computational expensive both for simplification and render-
ing. Hence, recent multi-resolution models take advantage
of triangle clusters (patches) [PG07]. Especially regular tri-
angulations and data-layouts are gaining in attractiveness:

Due to their simple layout and topology (valence 6), they
are ideally suited for hardware processing [GGH02]. Reg-
ularity guarantees efficiency in terms of memory manage-
ment, serialization and rendering. Furthermore, well-studied
image processing and compression methods can be applied
directly. Consequently, in order to generate different resolu-
tion levels, recent terrain simplification methods apply low-
pass filtering - a weighted average filtering to avoid aliasing
- and uniform sub-sampling. However, this filtering & sub-
sampling paradigm adapts the terrain surface only sparsely.
Compared to traditional simplification methods, this proce-
dure leads to higher approximation errors, which are caused
by smoothing and uniform sub-sampling. As a result, with
regard to triangles per error rate, rendering effort increases.
This work aims at finding a compromise between the follow-
ing alternative approaches:

• Regular layouts are well-suited for hardware processing
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but the simplification is mostly based on low-pass filtering
and thus, terrain features are “smoothed away”.

• Complex algorithms use irregular data structures and re-
compute the vertex positions in such a way that the ap-
proximation error is minimized. As a result, the approxi-
mation is highly accurate, while computation is expensive
and unsuitable for hardware processing.

The key idea behind our novel simplification approach is
to recompute the vertex positions with regard to an error
metric while simultaneously maintaining the regularity with-
out remeshing [GGH02]. This leads to the following ques-
tions: First, how to recompute vertex positions to keep the
error low in an efficient manner? Second, how to preserve
the regularity? To accomplish this, we apply the filtering &
sub-sampling paradigm in combination with the quadric er-
ror metric [GH97]. We initially associate a plane-set with
each vertex expressed as vertex-quadric, whereby a plane-
set represents the faces adjacent to the vertex. By the mean
of filtering we compute the weighted average of the local
vertex-quadric neighborhood. For the new resolution result-
ing from sub-sampling, we determine the so called represen-
tative vertices for the averaged vertex-quadrics by minimiz-
ing the quadric error. As a result, the approximation error is
lower in contrast to vertex-based filtering and sub-sampling.
Consequently, fewer triangles per error need to be rendered.
As shown in the results section, this leads to an increasing
performance.
The paper is outlined as follows: In the following Section,
we present related work. In Section 3 we introduce our sim-
plification method and show how the QEM can be efficiently
used to recompute vertex positions. Finally, we discuss the
results in Section 4 and finish with a conclusion and future
work.

2. Related Work

A terrain rendering algorithm is mostly divided into two ma-
jor steps: First, the preprocessing step, which generates a
multi-resolution model using mesh simplification methods
and second, the rendering step. There exist a wide range of
multi-resolution data structures as well as simplification al-
gorithms. In the following we focus on those structures and
algorithms that are applied to terrain rendering. Given the
context we refer in particular to the quadric error metric.

Multi-resolution models have been used in computer
graphics for a long time. This is mainly caused by the de-
sire to display large datasets. Traditionally, vertex hierar-
chies [XV96, Hop98, HSH09] or multi-triangulation hier-
archies [Pup98, CGG∗05] are a suitable choice from which
highly adaptive and high quality irregular triangulations can
be extracted. However, due to the complex nature and the
expensive computational costs, in the field of terrain ren-
dering, these general hierarchies have not been widely ap-
plied. Instead, recursive sub-division schemes have been de-

veloped, which produce semi-regular triangulations. Partic-
ularly, longest-edge-bisection sub-division is a very popu-
lar scheme (see [LP01]). This scheme recursively splits an
isosceles triangle at the midpoint of its hypotenuse into two
child-triangles. This approach is as simple as powerful and
has been applied in various ways and various data structures
(e.g. [EKT01, DWS∗97, RHS98, LKR∗96]). Another popu-
lar hierarchy commonly used is the quad-tree. A quad-tree
is built by hierarchically sub-dividing the terrain in a re-
stricted [Paj98, And07] or non-restricted manner [Ulr02].
However, to exploit the capabilities of recent GPUs, it is
necessary to replace individual triangles by patches (triangle
clusters). In more detail: Instead of associating a triangle or
vertex with a node in the hierarchy, offline pre-computed and
optimized triangle patches are used. Recent GPU-oriented
multi-resolution hierarchies rely on both, regularly triangu-
lated patches and regular data-layouts. This leads to new
simplification methods. For a well elaborated overview we
refer to [Paj02, LP02, dFKP05, PG07, DGY07].

Simplification generates a set of approximations by succes-
sively decreasing the number of primitives in a way that an
approximation reflects the characteristics of the original to
the greatest possible extent. For this purpose it is necessary
to determine appropriate elements which can be eliminated.
The extent to which this process is computationally expen-
sive or not depends directly on the complexity of a given
data structure.
Irregular data structures allow complex operations and er-
ror metrics. For instance, vertex-clustering [RB93], iterative
edge contraction [Hop96], mesh optimization [HDD∗93] or
wavelet analysis [GGS95] techniques can be used to keep
the approximation error at a low level. For an overview
we refer to [CMS98]. Especially the approach proposed in
[CGG∗03] takes advantage of quadric-based simplification
(cf. [GH97]) to generate high quality patch triangulations.
This class of algorithms generates highly accurate approx-
imations. However, the computation is very expensive and
the algorithms are not designed for recent parallel hardware
processing.
In contrast to that, algorithms based on semi-regular data
structures merge elements by following the recursive sub-
division scheme. This procedure introduces an error which
can be measured. For instance, approaches as those pro-
posed by [Pom00, Ulr02, SW06, DSW09, BGP09] generate
semi-regular triangulated patches in an offline preprocess,
whereas [LP01,Lev02] extract the approximation during the
rendering processes. In general, due to their recursive nature,
such algorithms are very fast and easy to implement.
Given the close interrelation of n×m grids of height values
and images, for regular data structures, methods from the
image processing community have been adapted. To gen-
erate multiple resolutions, recent terrain simplification al-
gorithms rely on the filtering & sub-sampling paradigm.
In more detail: An approximation is generated by uni-
formly sub-sampling the original regular input domain. To
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avoid aliasing artifacts, a weighted average (low-pass) fil-
tering is applied (cf. [dB00, LH04]). The algorithms pro-
posed in [GMC∗06,BGMP07] use wavelet analysis, whereas
[HDJ04] apply a high quality low-pass filter for triangular
patches. These algorithms are quite efficient. However, due
to a sparse adaption of the terrain surface compared to ir-
regular triangulations, they waste triangles. In conclusion,
irregular triangulations lead to better results with regard to
the triangles per error rate.

Quadric Error Metric - shortly QEM - is introduced by
Garland et. al [GH97] and defines the distance from a vertex
v to a set of associated planes P(v). The metric has been de-
veloped for the pair collapse operator. The operator merges
two vertices connected by an edge, which introduces an er-
ror. The metric is used to compute a new vertex position,
which minimizes this above mentioned error: quadric error
minimization.
Initially, for each vertex v the associated plane-set P(v) is
defined by the adjacent faces of P(v) in the surface triangu-
lation. The error "(v) is defined by the distance from v to
the associated plane-set P(v) whereby the explicit represen-
tation can be replaced by the error quadric - a symmetric
4×4 matrix Qv - as follows:

"(v) = ∑
p∈P(v)

(pT v)2 (1)

= vT

(

∑
p∈P(v)

pT p

)
v (2)

= vT Qvv (3)

If a pair collapse (v1,v2) → v̄ is applied, the position
of v̄ is determined by minimizing the distance to the uni-
fied plane-set P(v1)∪P(v2) → P(v̄). By using the quadric
representation Qv of the plane-sets, the set-union operator
reduces to quadric addition Qv1 + Qv2 = Qv̄, whereby Qv̄
specifies the error of the pair collapse. By the mean of er-
ror minimizing "(v) the new vertex v̄ (in homogeneous
coordinates) can be directly computed from error quadric
v̄ = Q−1

v̄ [0,0,0,1]T as long as Qv̄ is invertible.
Given its efficiency and quality, this metric is widely used
in simplification processes. For instance, [CGG∗03] use this
metric to simplify patches and show that the contribution
of a quadric can be scaled by simple matrix-scalar multi-
plication. Lindstrom et. al. [Lin00] rely on the metric for
vertex-clustering. Vertex-clustering simplifies a given model
by clustering all vertices and by computing a representa-
tive vertex for each cluster. The authors show that vertex-
clustering is equivalent to performing the pair collapse op-
eration to each vertex in a cluster simultaneously. Hence,
the quadric error metric can be used to compute the repre-
sentative vertex of a cluster. Based on this idea, [DT07] de-
veloped a real-time GPU-based mesh simplification method
which stores the quadrics in texture memory and computes

representative vertices of clusters in parallel directly on the
graphics hardware.

Implications: Regular data-layouts exploit recent hard-
ware, but the commonly applied low-pass filtering in the
simplification leads to a wasting number of triangles per er-
ror rate in the rendering process. More complex techniques
iteratively recompute vertex positions with regard to an er-
ror metric, leading to high quality approximations. However
such algorithms are complex and time consuming. Further-
more, the data structures and layouts are unfavorable for re-
cent hardware. Hence, it should be expected that the com-
bination of both aspects will be beneficial. We will confirm
this statement by the approach proposed here.

3. QEM-Filtering

In this section we focus on the key aspects of our novel sim-
plification algorithm. The goal is to compute the vertex posi-
tions with regard to a certain error metric while maintaining
the regularity of the data without remeshing (i.e. [GGH02]).
By the mean of an iterative process, different levels of reso-
lution are generated. Thereby the developed algorithm takes
advantage of hardware processing capabilities. The benefits
arising thereby are: First, the metric minimizes the approx-
imation error. As a result, fewer primitives need to be ren-
dered in order to guarantee a certain error threshold. Sec-
ond, the regularity guarantees efficiency with respect to com-
pression, management and hardware processing. Thus, opti-
mized algorithms can be applied. Third, parallel hardware
architectures are the key for high performance processing.
Hence, it is feasible to handle a large amount of data within
decent time. In order to benefit from these advantages, we
need to solve the following problems:

1. We need a particular error metric, which allows for opti-
mizing vertex positions. The metric needs to be feature-
sensitive and has to be computationally efficient while
avoiding complex data structures.

2. We need to maintain the regularity of the data-layout.
More precisely, in order to preserve the grid layout, ver-
tex positions can be changed only locally.

3. We need to take care of hardware processing restrictions.
In other words: Complex data structures and dependen-
cies should be avoided in order to compute vertices in a
parallel manner.

Addressing the first requirement, we choose the quadric er-
ror metric (see Section 2). The error quadric is represented
by a 4 × 4 matrix. Therefore, it is easy to implement it
on current programmable hardware (cf. [DT07]). To ad-
dresses issues 2 and 3, we apply the filtering & sub-sampling
paradigm. Filtering can be implemented efficiently on paral-
lel hardware architectures and uniform sub-sampling guar-
antees a regular data-layout. The question arising here, is
how to combine these two aspects. QEM is normally used
for the pair-collapse operator or vertex-clustering, whereas
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Figure 1: The work-flow of QEM-filtering. We start with the
most detailed position map and generate the quadric map.
We apply a low-pass filter to the quadric map followed by a
sub-sampling. The position map of the new approximation is
then derived by quadric error minimization.

low-pass filtering and sub-sampling generates new resolu-
tions by computing the weighted average of the local neigh-
borhood.
Although filtering & sub-sampling is similar to vertex-
clustering, the major difference is that vertex-clustering
requires a unique mapping from the vertices to clusters,
whereas filtering weights their local neighborhoods. How-
ever, both approaches compute the representative vertex
based on local information. With quadrics in mind we can
derive two conclusions: First, quadrics represent the local
surface information of a vertex. Second, the contribution of
a quadric with respect to a quadric addition can be scaled
(cf. [CGG∗03]). This means that instead of applying the fil-
tering to the vertices, we are able to apply it to the associ-
ated quadrics. This is equitable to a weighted combination
of the local surface information. As a consequence, the sub-
sampled quadrics represent all surface information of the fil-
tered local neighborhoods. Thus, the representative vertices
computed by quadric error minimization represent the op-
timal positions for the approximated surface. In contrast to
vertex-clustering, we need no mapping from vertices to clus-
ters. Hence, no dependency rules need to be considered. Fur-
thermore, neighborhood is implicit on a regular grid. In this
way, both the filtering & sub-sampling as well as quadric-
error minimization can be implemented resource-friendly on
programmable hardware. The basic principle of our algo-
rithm can be summarized as follows (see Figure 1):

1. We generate a quadric map by computing the quadric for
each vertex.

2. We apply a low-pass filtering and sub-sampling to the
quadric map, which results in a new resolution.

3. For each quadric in the sub-sampled quadric map, we
compute the representative vertex by quadric-error mini-
mization, which generates the new approximation.

However, some problems need to be solved. First, the initial
quadric-set requires surface information, which is usually
not defined when working with height-fields as a source. In
this particular case, the generation of these initial quadrics
is a sensitive process, which has direct impact on the ap-

proximation result. Second, we need to evaluate the low-pass
filtering of quadrics. And third, we need to take care of re-
strictions related to multi-resolution structures (e.g. handling
patch edges).

3.1. Quadric-Map Generation

The quadric map contains the associated quadric Qv for each
vertex v. Initially, the quadric Qv represents the plane-set
P(v) which is defined by all adjacent triangles of v. Com-
monly, for each plane p ∈ P(v) the fundamental quadric
Kp = ppT is computed. The whole set of these fundamen-
tal quadric defines the initial vertex-quadric Qv for the ver-
tex v (cf. [GH97]). That means that this procedure expects
an existing triangulation of the surface which is not given if
working with height-fields.
A height-field is a discretization of a continuous terrain sur-
face and it is the preferred representation of terrains. Due to
the discretization, no information about the surface between
the sample points is available. However, most terrain ren-
dering systems use a regular triangulation (valence 6) or a
semi-regular (valence 4 or 8) triangulation (cf. [PG07]). In
this case, it is not ensured that the surface is well-described
by the triangulation, due to the non coplanarity of sample
points representing a grid-cell.
A significantly better result can be achieved by determin-
ing additional sample points through interpolation (bilinear
or bicubic). A triangulation with regard to these additional
sample points results in a piecewise more precise descrip-
tion of the surface. Thus, the simplification process gener-
ates more accurate approximations than without interpolated
sample points. Nevertheless, the question that arises is, how
the additional sample points can be taken into account with-
out increasing memory costs.
Our idea is to encode the surface described by the inter-

Figure 2: For a vertex (green) we determine the first ring
neighborhood (vertices in red) by interpolation and con-
struct the 8 adjacent faces (triangles in green). These faces
are used to compute the initial vertex-quadric.

polated sample points in the vertex-quadrics of the origi-
nal sample points. For this purpose, we determine the first
ring neighborhood of a vertex by interpolating between ad-
jacent vertices (see Figure 2). In other words: We up-sample
the discretized surface by using an appropriate interpolation
method. In this way we add new vertices. The initial plane-
set P(v) for each vertex v is then defined by constructing the
faces for the newly interpolated vertices. Hence, each Qv in
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the original resolution piece wisely specifies the more pre-
cise surface triangulation (see Figure 2). The algorithm can
be outlined as follows:

• We transform the height-field to a position map (cf. Fig-
ure 1), which is an explicit representation of the grid ver-
tices. In detail: For each sample point in the height-field
we compute the 3D position using a particular projection.

• For each vertex v we determine the first ring neighbor-
hood by interpolation.

• We connect v with the interpolated first ring neighbor-
hood which results in 8 adjacent faces. For each plane,
we compute the fundamental-quadric as described above.
The whole set of these defines the vertex-quadric Qv.

For our current implementation we use bilinear interpo-
lation, which is supported by programmable hardware.
For both regular and semi-regular triangulations this
interpolation works well. Empirical tests provide evi-
dence that compared to non-interpolation, this procedure
leads to better approximation results. However, more
accurate methods such as bicubic interpolation might be ap-
plied, which are likely to improve the approximation quality.

3.2. Filtering & Sub-Sampling

Multiple resolutions of a regular input are derived by
sub-sampling. In its simplest form, sub-sampling is im-
plemented by nearest neighborhood interpolation. For
a regular parameterized grid I(s, t) with the dimension
2n + 1× 2n + 1, which is usually used in terrain rendering,
the next resolution level can be efficiently generated by
sub-sampling as follows (cf. [PG07]):

• For semi-regular triangulations, all vertices that have an
even linear index i = s+ t(2n +1) are sampled.

• For regular triangulations, the resolution is halved by sam-
pling all vertices, which have an even parameterization in
each dimension: s mod 2 == 0 and t mod 2 == 0.

However, by sub-sampling important information is lost,
which leads to aliasing artifacts. These artifacts are avoided
by applying a low-pass filter. The low-pass filter eliminates
high-frequencies, which are not reconstructible by the
sub-sampled approximation. In other words: The low-pass
filter smoothes the original surface by computing the
weighted sum of the local neighborhood for each vertex.
Accordingly, vertices that have been sampled for the new
resolution include local neighborhood information.
For the input I(s, t) the smoothing can be realized by
weighting the k × k local neighborhood by an appropri-
ate filter-kernel, which specifies the weights wi j with
i, j = 0, . . . ,k− 1 and the sum of the weights sumw. In this
case, the weighted average avg(s, t) is computed as follows:

avg(s, t) =
1

sumw

k−1

∑
i=0

k−1

∑
j=0

I(s+ i− k
2
, t + j− k

2
)wi j (4)

After the low-pass filtering of the quadric map, we sub-
sample the map to the desired resolution. For each vertex-
quadric Q̄v in the quadric map, we compute the vertex v̄ by
quadric error minimization (see Section 2). In case that Q̄v
is not invertible, we fall back to the weighted average of the
local neighborhood vertices. However, due to the following
issues, filtering & sub-sampling has to be done carefully:

Kernel properties: Quadrics represent local surface infor-
mation (plane-sets). Thus, large kernels k > 3 take the mean
of these information from a wide local neighborhood. Con-
sequently, the quadric-error minimization determines the
representative vertex by finding the minimum distance to the
unified plane-sets. However, the representative vertex does
not approximate the local neighborhood well, especially if
the resolution has been halved. As a rough guideline, we
propose to use kernels with the size k = 2scale−1 + 1 where
scale is the down-scale factor.

Approximation quality: By low-pass filtering the local
neighborhood, degenerated or small surface elements - so
called slivers (cf. [Hop98]) - can be generated. This prob-
lem can be solved by applying a final smoothing step which
reduces the quality, or by adding so called dihedral planes
to the initial plane-sets (cf. [CGG∗03]). For this purpose,
we determine the dihedral plane-set PD(v) of a vertex v by
its adjacent faces as follows: For each pair of two adjacent
faces f1, f2 ∈ P(v) both the edge vector e of the shared edge
and the average normal of the two faces n f1 f2 are computed.
These two vectors and the vertex v span the dihedral plane.
Accordingly, the initial quadric Qv is iteratively computed as
follows: Qv = (1− a)Qv + aDv, whereby Dv is the quadric
representing the dihedral plane-set PD(v) and a is a user-
defined scaling factor. In our implementation, we use a scal-
ing factor of 1

64 which has to be found as a good compro-
mise between mesh-smoothness and approximation quality
(see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Comparison of different smoothing variants. No
smoothing (left) leads to degenerated surface elements,
whereas Laplacian smoothing (centre) and weighted dihe-
dral planes (right) improve the mesh quality.
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Boundaries: With multi-resolution hierarchies in mind, we
need to take care of patch boundaries. Neighbored patches
are processed independently. Hence, the boundaries have
been modified in such a way that they are coincident. For this
purpose, the quadric error metric allows to define boundary
constraints. However, we choose a straightforward approach
and determine the boundary vertices by nearest-neighbor in-
terpolation (cf. [dB00]).

Performance: In the filtering processes we have to deal
with 4 × 4 matrices. Hence, it is desirable to reduce the
quadratic k ∗ k look-up overhead introduced by a two-
dimensional filter kernel. Our solution is to use separable
filter-kernels only. In this case we apply a one-dimensional
filter-kernel successively to each dimension. This reduces
the number of look-ups to 2k. Given the fact that the most
low-pass filters are separable, this can be applied easily.

4. Results

To evaluate our novel algorithm, we measure both, the ap-
proximation quality as well as the impact on the render-
ing performance. For this purpose, we test three represen-
tative height-fields, which differ in the feature distribution
and scaling, respectively. The results are compared to vertex-
based filtering with the following filter kernels:

• A Gaussian
√

2 filter (size k = 3)
• A 5/3 Daubechies wavelet filter (size k = 5)

The presented approach performs the QEM-filtering with a
Gaussian

√
2 kernel (size k = 3). For our tested height-fields

this works best. Basis for these tests is a multi-resolution hi-
erarchy, which relies on a restricted quad-tree (cf. [And07]).
The respective patches are generated by filtering & sub-
sampling. For the vertex-based filtering we construct a 1D-
displacement map for patches which stores the height val-
ues at a grid point only. In contrast, the QEM-filtering gen-
erates a 3D-displacement map for patches storing a 3D-
displacement for each grid point. Hence a hierarchy of 1D or
3D displacement map patches is generated. During the ren-
dering, appropriate patches are view-dependently selected
from the hierarchy by using the screen space metric pro-
posed by [LP02]. This metric requires the object space er-
ror (approximation error) of the patches. Since the widely
applied vertical distance metric is inexact [Hop98], we use
the approximated Hausdorff distance for triangle-meshes to
measure the object space error. The proof-of-concept is im-
plemented in C++ using OpenGL, whereby the filtering &
sub-sampling is implemented in GLSL. Patch rendering is
performed on programmable hardware by instanced tessel-
lation [Tat08] of the 1D- and 3D-displacement map, respec-
tively. All tests are carried out on a Core 2 Quad 2,83 GHz
with a GeForce 280 GTX. The frame-statistics is captured at
a screen resolution of 1920×1080 during the playback of a
flight path over the height-fields using a screen space error
tolerance of 0.9px.

Figure 4: Comparison of the average numbers of triangles
for a view-dependent approximation regarding to a screen
space error tolerance of 0.9px.

Figure 5: Visual comparison of a high resolution height-
field (left) with a approximation level generated by a Gaus-
sian vertex-filtering (centre) and the same approximation
level generated with the proposed method (right). Please
note the features (marked red) preserved by our method.

Our results provide evidence that the presented approach
reduces significantly the average number of triangles per
view-dependent approximation (see Figure 4). The algo-
rithm nearly halves, for instance, the number of triangles
compared to the Gaussian vertex-filtering for the Synthetic
(2k) height-field. The QEM-filtering approach allows for
adapting significant features. Thus, sharp features are main-
tained and heights are preserved as illustrated in Figure 5.
As a result, the approximation error is decreased leading to
high quality approximations as compared to vertex-based fil-
tering. Given the fact that both, the 1D-displacement map as
well as the 3D-displacement map use the same rendering al-
gorithm, the reduction of the number of triangles directly af-
fects the rendering performance. This is illustrated in Figure
6. Consequently, we increase the rendering performance by
more than 15% in contrast to the wavelet filter and in some
cases by more than 30% compared to a Gaussian filter.
However, we need to mention that due to the filtering of
quadrics and the matrix operations involved, time costs for
the pre-processing step slightly increase. Nevertheless, time
costs for rendering are reduced. Moreover, our algorithm is
designed for recent programmable hardware, which provides
massive computational power. The overhead, therefore, is
negligible.
Although our algorithm generates high quality approxima-
tions, we need to store the full 3D vertex position instead of
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Figure 6: Comparison of the average frames per second
( f ps) for a view-dependent approximation regarding an er-
ror tolerance of 0.9px. The black bars show the minimum
number of f ps. Due to the numbers of reduced triangles (see
Figure 4), the rendering performance increases.

a single scalar value for the height. Hence, the storage costs
increase by factor 3. For instance, the multi-resolution hier-
archy for the 4k height-field requires 86MB of memory for
the 1D-displacement map, whereas 258MB are allocated for
the 3D-displacement map. Even though memory costs are
increased, rendering costs are decreased. Moreover, since
we maintain a regular data-layout, optimized compression
schemes can be applied.
To conclude, the presented approach generates high quality
approximations by minimizing the approximation error. On
the one hand, this requires more memory resources in con-
trast to other techniques. However, on the other hand, render-
ing performance is increased. Hence, a compromise between
time and resources has been found.

5. Conclusion

We present a novel feature sensitive simplification method
for terrain rendering. In detail: We apply the filtering & sub-
sampling paradigm to so-called vertex-quadrics, which rep-
resent the terrain surface. By the mean of quadric error min-
imization we generate new well-approximated resolutions.
Due to the use of the quadric error metric in combination
with sub-sampling, we are able to reduce the approximation
error in contrast to vertex-based filtering & sub-sampling. At
the same time, we maintain a regular data-layout. Our test-
ing scenarios provide evidence that the approximation error
is significantly reduced and that the rendering performance
is improved. Given the fact that the algorithm is well-suited
for parallel hardware processing, the computational over-
head is negligible. Finally, the presented algorithm requires
more memory resources caused by the 3D-displacement for
an approximation. However, the data-layout is well-suited
for hardware rendering. Hence, a good compromise between
both rendering time and memory resources has been found.
Future work should focus on evaluating different filter-
kernels and filter-sizes. Moreover, during the simplification
process other aspects, such as lighting and surface attributes,

should be taken into account. In this case, an extended
quadric error metric has to be used. Finally, with the new
tessellation capabilities in mind, bi-cubic interpolation for
both rendering and simplification has to be considered.
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